Celebrity News: Lea Michele &
Robert Buckley Split
By Stephanie Sacco
Unfortunately, we have to say goodbye to another celebrity
couple. Lea Michele and Robert Buckley have called it quits
after only a few months of dating. According to
UsMagazine.com, although the romance has died between them,
they are still going to be in the sci-fi series Dimension 404
together. Both Michele and Buckley have posted pictures of the
cast with kind words towards each other. A source
said, “[They] just found they were better off as friends and
wanted to support each other’s careers.” This celebrity news
predicts a healthy friendship for these celebrity exes.

In celebrity news, Lea & Robert
split after a whirlwind romance.
What are some ways to avoid getting
too serious too quickly in a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Relationships can be hard to manage, but they can be even
harder to balance. Somebody could be more into it than their
partner and it could mess everything up. Cupid is here to
help:
1. Have separate lives: Don’t spend every waking moment
together even if you’ve been dating a while. Go to your jobs,
have different hobbies, and spend some date nights together.

It’s important not to forget who you are when you’re in a
relationship.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Lea Michele Is Dating ‘One
Tree Hill’ Star Robert Buckley
2. Stay in check: It’s challenging to stop yourself from
falling in love or lusting after your partner, but remind
yourself to stay in check. Don’t overlook flaws because you’re
into somebody. Be aware of who your partner is and if
they’re somebody you can see a future with.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Lea Michele Cuddles in Bed with
BFF Jonathan Groff Post-Split from Matthew Paetz
3. Go slow: Learn what you can about your partner in the
beginning to prevent surprises later. Discuss your family and
his likes and dislikes before falling hard. Only then you’ll
know if he’s worth getting serious over or if he’s just a
fling.
How can you prevent yourself from getting too serious? Comment
below!

